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Abstract
The general aim of this paper is to extend the Modal-Hamiltonian
interpretation of quantum mechanics to the case of relativistic quantum
mechanics with gauge U(1) fields. In this case we propose that the actual-
valued observables are the Casimir operators of the Poincare´ group and
of the group U(1) of the internal symmetry of the theory. Moreover, we
also show that the magnitudes that acquire actual values in the relativistic
and in the non-relativistic cases are correctly related through the adequate
limit.
1 Introduction
In spite of the impressive success of quantum theory, its interpretation is still
an open problem. In previous works ([1], [2]) we have presented the Modal-
Hamiltonian Interpretation (MHI) of non-relativistic quantum mechanics: a
realist, non-collapse interpretation, which defines the preferred context of the
system (the set of the actual-valued observables) in terms of its Hamiltonian.
In subsequent works ([3], [4], [5]), we have shown that the Modal-Hamiltonian
interpretative rule of actual-value ascription can be formulated in a Galilei-
invariant form when expressed in terms of the Casimir operators of the Galilei
group. In this way, the preferred context selected by the MHI turns out to be
Galilei-invariant, a reasonable result from a realist viewpoint.
Although these interpretative conclusions were obtained for non-relativistic
quantum mechanics, the idea of extending the interpretation to quantum field
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theory by replacing the relevant symmetry group sounds rather natural. The
general aim of this paper is, precisely, to open the road toward that exten-
sion by beginning with the case of relativistic quantum mechanics with gauge
U(1) fields, whose symmetry groups are the Poincare´ group and the internal
symmetry group U(1). In this context, we will propose an interpretative rule
according to which the preferred context is defined by the Casimir operators of
the Poincare´ group and of the group U(1) of the internal symmetry. We will ar-
gue that this rule leads to physically reasonable results in the relativistic realm,
since the resulting actual-valued observables can be considered objective mag-
nitudes because invariant under the relevant groups. However, one should also
expect the adequate relationship between the results obtained in the relativistic
case and those obtained in non-relativistic quantum mechanics. In fact, we will
also show that the magnitudes that acquire actual values in the relativistic and
in the non-relativistic cases are correctly related through the adequate limit.
For this purpose, the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will briefly
introduce the central tenets of the MHI, in particular, the Modal-Hamiltonian
actualization rule of actual-value ascription. On the basis of the main features
of the Galilei group and of its central extension, presented in Section 3, in
Section 4 we will show how the Modal-Hamiltonian actualization rule can be
reformulated under a Galilei-invariant form in terms of the Casimir operators
of the group. Section 5 will be devoted to the study of the Poincare´ group,
its central extension and the two limits leading to the central-extended Galilei
group: the standard non-relativistic limit and the Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction. In
Section 6, the limits of the Casimir operators of the trivially extended Poincare´
group will be obtained in order to show that those limits lead precisely to the
Casimir operators of the central-extended Galilei group; this result will count
in favor of the extrapolation of MHI to relativistic quantum mechanics. In
Section 7 we will focus on the internal symmetry U(1), in order to propose
that the Casimir operator of the corresponding symmetry group also acquires
an actual-value; in particular, we will show that such a Casimir operator is
the charge which, as a consequence, may be legitimately considered and actual-
valued physical magnitude. Finally, in Section 8 we will draw our conclusions.
2 The Modal-Hamiltonian Interpretation
The MHI belongs to the modal family of interpretations of quantum mechanics
(see [6]); as a consequence, it is a realist interpretation according to which the
quantum state describes the possible properties of a system but not its actual
properties. Here we will only recall the interpretative postulates relevant to our
discussion.
The first step is to identify the systems that populate the quantum ontol-
ogy. By adopting an algebraic perspective, a quantum system is defined in the
following terms:
Systems postulate (SP): A quantum system S is represented
by a pair (O, H) such that (i) O is a space of self-adjoint operators
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on a Hilbert space H, representing the observables of the system,
(ii) H ∈ O is the time-independent Hamiltonian of the system S,
and (iii) if ρ0 ∈ O
′ (where O′ is the dual space of O) is the initial
state of S, it evolves according to the Schro¨dinger equation in its
von Neumann version.
Of course, any quantum system can be partitioned in many ways; however,
not any partition will lead to parts which are, in turn, quantum systems (see
[7], [8]). On this basis, a composite system is defined as
Composite systems postulate (CSP): A quantum system
represented by S: (O , H), with initial state ρ0 ∈ O
′, is composite
when it can be partitioned into two quantum systems S1: (O1, H1)
and S2: (O2 , H2) such that (i) O = O1 ⊗ O2, and (ii) H = H1 ⊗
I2 + I1 ⊗ H2, (where I1 and I2 are the identity operators in the
corresponding tensor product spaces). In this case, the initial states
of S1 and S2 are obtained as the partial traces ρ10 = Tr(2)ρ0 and
ρ20 = Tr(1)ρ0; we say that S
1 and S2 are subsystems of the composite
system, S = S1 ∪S2. If the system is not composite, it is elemental.
Since the contextuality of quantum mechanics, implied by the Kochen-
Specker theorem ([9]), prevents us from consistently assigning actual values to
all the observables of a quantum system in a given state, the second step is to
identify the preferred context, that is, the set of the actual-valued observables
of the system. For this purpose, we formulate a rule of actual-value assignment:
Actualization rule (AR):Given an elemental quantum system
represented by S: (O , H), the actual-valued observables of S are H
and all the observables commuting with H and having, at least, the
same symmetries as H .
This preferred context where actualization occurs is independent of time,
since it depends on the Hamiltonian: the actual-valued observables always com-
mute with the Hamiltonian and, therefore, they are constants of motion of the
system. In other words, the observables that receive actual values are the same
during all the “life” of the quantum system as such −precisely, as a closed
system−: there is no need of accounting for the dynamics of the actual proper-
ties of the quantum system as in other modal interpretations (see [10]).
The fact that the Hamiltonian always belongs to the preferred context agrees
with the many physical cases where the energy has definite value. The Modal-
Hamiltonian actualization rule has been applied to several well-known physical
situations (hydrogen atom, Zeeman effect, fine structure, etc.), leading to results
consistent with experimental evidence (see [1], Section 5). Moreover, it has
proved to be effective for solving the measurement problem, both in its ideal
and its non-ideal versions (see [1], Section 6).
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3 The Galilei Group in quantum mechanics
The space-time symmetry group of non-relativistic −classical or quantum− me-
chanics is the Galilei group G, a Lie group with its associated Galilei algebra of
generators g. This algebra is defined by ten symmetry generatorsGα, with α = 1
to 10: one time-displacement Gτ , three space-displacements Gri , three space-
rotations Gθi , and three Galilei-boost-velocity components Gui , with i = x, y, z.
The group is defined by the commutation relations between its generators,
[Gri , Grj ] = 0 (1a) [Gui , Grj ] = 0 (1f )
[Gui , Guj ] = 0 (1b) [Gri , Gτ ] = 0 (1g)
[Gθi , Gθj ] = iεijkG
θk (1c) [Gθi , Gτ ] = 0 (1h)
[Gθi , Grj ] = iεijkG
rk (1d) [Gui , Gτ ] = iG
ri (1i)
[Gθi , Guj ] = iεijkG
uk (1e)
(1)
where i, j, k = x, y, z, and εijk is the Levi-Civita tensor, such that i 6= k, j 6= k,
εxyz = εyzx = εzyx = 1, εxzy = εyxz = εzyx = −1, and εijk = 0 if i = j.
Each Galilei transformation Tα ∈ G acts on observables and states as
O → O′ = UsαOU
−1
sα |ϕ〉 → |ϕ
′〉 = Usα |ϕ〉 (2)
where sα is the parameter corresponding to the transformation Tα, and Usα
is the family of unitary operators describing Tα. Since in any case sα is a
continuous parameter, each Usα can be expressed in terms of the corresponding
symmetry generator Gα as
Usα = e
iGαsα (3)
The combined action of all the transformations is given by
Us =
10∏
α=1
eiGαsα (4)
The Galilei group admits a nontrivial central extension by a central charge
that commutes with all its generators. Such an extension is obtained as a
semi-direct product between the Galilei algebra G and the algebra generated
by the central charge, which in this case denotes the mass operator M = mI,
where I is the identity operator and m is the mass, G × 〈M〉 (see [11], [12]).
The commutators corresponding to the extension are those of eqs.(1), with the
exception of eq.(1f), which is replaced by
[Gui , Grj ] = iδijM (5)
While for an ordinary representation (or at the classical level) this extension
is unnecessary, for quantum representations with an arbitrary phase (i.e., such
that |φ〉 ∼ exp (iω) |φ〉 ) it is unavoidable ([13], [14] Chapter 3). In this cen-
tral extension, the symmetry generators represent the basic magnitudes of the
theory: the energy H = ~Gτ , the three momentum components Pi = ~Gri ,
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the three angular momentum components Ji = ~Gθi , and the three Galilei-
boost components K
(G)
i = ~Gui . The rest of the physical magnitudes can be
defined in terms of these basic ones: for instance, the three position compo-
nents are Qi = K
(G)
i /m, the three orbital angular momentum components are
Li = εijkQ
jP k, the three spin components are Si = Ji − Li. Then, by taking
~ = 1, the commutation relations result
[Pi, Pj ] = 0 (6a) [K
(G)
i , Pj ] = iδijM (6f )
[K
(G)
i ,K
(G)
j ] = 0 (6b) [Pi, H ] = 0 (6g)
[Ji, Jj ] = iεijkJ
k (6c) [Ji, H ] = 0 (6h)
[Ji, Pj ] = iεijkP
k (6d) [K
(G)
i , H ] = iPi (6i)
[Ji,K
(G)
j ] = iεijkK
(G)k (6e)
(6)
Let us recall that a Casimir operator of a Lie group is an operator that
commutes with all the generators of the group and, therefore, is invariant under
all the transformations of the group. In the case of the mass central-extended
Galilei group, the Casimir operators are
CG1 = M = mI (7)
CG2 = MH − P
2/2 =M(H − P 2/2m) = mW (8)
CG4 = M
2JiJ
i + (PiP
i)(K
(G)
i K
(G)i)− (PiK
(G)i)2 − 2MJkεijkP
iK(G)j(9)
where W is the internal energy operator. In the reference frame at rest with
respect to the center of mass, these operators have the form
CG1 =M = mI C
G
2 = mW C
G
4 = m
2JiJ
i = m2S2 (10)
The eigenvalues of the Casimir operators label the irreducible representations
of the group ([15], [16], [17]). So, in each irreducible representation, the Casimir
operators are multiples of the identity since M = mI, W = wI (where w is the
internal energy), and S2 = s(s+ 1)I (where s is the eigenvalue of the spin) .
4 Interpretation and Galilei group
A continuous transformation, as in the case of the Galilei group, admits two in-
terpretations. Under the active interpretation, the transformation corresponds
to a change from one system to another −transformed− system; under the pas-
sive interpretation, the transformation consists in a change of the viewpoint
−reference frame− from which the system is described (see [18]). Nevertheless,
in both cases the validity of a group of symmetry transformations expresses the
fact that the identity and the behavior of the system are not altered by the
application of the transformations: in the active interpretation language, the
original and the transformed systems are equivalent; in the passive interpreta-
tion language, the original and the transformed reference frames are equivalent.
Then, any realist interpretation should agree with that physical fact: the rule
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of actual-value ascription should select a set of actual-valued observables that
remains unaltered under the transformations. Since the Casimir operators of
the central-extended Galilei group are invariant under all the transformations
of the group, one can reasonably expect that those Casimir operators belong to
the set of the actual-valued observables.
As we have seen, the preferred context selected by the Modal-Hamiltonian
actualization rule only depends on the Hamiltonian of the system. Then, the
requirement of invariance of the preferred context under the Galilei transforma-
tions is directly fulfilled when the Hamiltonian is invariant, that is, in the case
of time-displacement, space-displacement and space-rotation:
H ′ = eiHτH e−iHτ = H (since [H,H ] = 0)
H ′ = eiPiriH e−iPiri = H (since [Pi, H ] = 0, see eq.(6g))
H ′ = eiJiθiH e−iJiθi = H (since [Ji, H ] = 0, see eq.(6h)) (11)
However, it is not clear that the requirement of invariance of the preferred
context completely holds, since the Hamiltonian is not invariant under Galilei-
boosts. In fact, under a Galilei-boost transformation corresponding to a velocity
ux, H changes as
H ′ = eiK
(G)
x uxH e−iK
(G)
x ux 6= H (since
[
K(G)x , H
]
= iPx 6= 0, see eq.(6i)) (12)
Nevertheless, as we have shown in a previous work ([3]), when space is homoge-
neous and isotropic −when there are no external fields applied to the system−,
a Galilei-boost transformation only introduces a change in the subsystem that
carries the kinetic energy of translation: the internal energy W remains unal-
tered under the transformation. This should not sound surprising to the extent
that the internal energy −multiplied bym− is a Casimir operator of the central-
extended Galilei group (see eq.(10)).
On this basis, we can reformulate the actualization rule in an explicit Galilei-
invariant form in terms of the Casimir operators of the central-extended group:
Actualization rule’ (AR’): Given a quantum system free from
external fields and represented by S: (O ,H), its actual-valued ob-
servables are the observables CGi represented by the Casimir op-
erators of the central-extended Galilei group in the corresponding
irreducible representation, and all the observables commuting with
the CGi and having, at least, the same symmetries as the C
G
i .
Since the Casimir operators of the central-extended Galilei group −in the
reference frame of the center of mass− areM ,mW andm2S2, this reformulation
of the rule is in agreement with the original AR when applied to a system free
from external fields:
• The actual-valuedness of M and S2, postulated by AR’, follows from AR:
these observables commute with H and do not break its symmetries be-
cause, in non-relativistic quantum mechanics, both are multiples of the
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identity in any irreducible representation. The fact thatM and S2 always
acquire actual values is completely natural from a physical viewpoint,
since mass and spin are properties supposed to be always possessed by
any quantum system and measurable in any physical situation.
• The actual-valuedness of W might seem to be in conflict with AR because
W is not the Hamiltonian: whereas W is Galilei-invariant, H changes
under the action of a Galilei-boost. However, this is not a real obstacle
because a Galilei-boost transformation only introduces a change in the
subsystem that carries the kinetic energy of translation, which can be
considered a mere shift in an energy defined up to a constant (see [3]).
Summing up, the application of the modal-Hamiltonian actualization rule
leads to reasonable results, since the actual-valued observables turn out to be
invariant and, therefore, objective magnitudes. The assumption of a strong link
between invariance and objectivity is rooted in a natural idea: what is objective
should not depend on the particular perspective used for the description; or,
in group-theoretical terms, what is objective according to a theory is what is
invariant under the symmetry group of the theory. This idea is not new. It was
widely discussed in the context of special and general relativity with respect to
the ontological status of space and time (see [19]). The claim that objectivity
means invariance is also a central thesis of Weyl’s book Symmetry ([20]). In
recent times, the idea has strongly reappeared in several works ([21], [22], [23]
[24], [25]). From this perspective, the Modal-Hamiltonian actualization rule says
that the observables that acquire actual values are those representing objective
magnitudes. When expressed in so simple terms, we can expect that the rule
can be extrapolated to any quantum theory endowed with a symmetry group.
In particular, the actual-valued observables of a system in relativistic quantum
mechanics would be those represented by the Casimir operators of the Poincare´
group and of the internal symmetry group. In the following sections we will
develop this idea in detail.
5 The Poincare´ group and its limits
In the case of the Poincare´ group, the generators are H,Pi, Ji,K
(P )
i , where the
K
(P )
i are the Lorentz-boost components. The commutation relations of the
Poincare´ group can be formulated in the 4-dimension Lorentz space-time as
[Pµ, Pν ] = 0 [Mµν , Pρ] = ηµρP
ν − ηνρP
µ
[Mµν ,Mρσ] = ηµρM
νσ − ηµσM
νρ − ηνρM
µρ + ηνσM
µρ (13)
where µ, ν, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3, ηµν is the metric tensor of space-time, and
Pµ = (H,Pi) Mµν =
(
0 K
(P )
i
−K
(P )
i Jij
)
Jk = εkijJ
ij (14)
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Then, eqs.(13) can be rewritten in a form that permit them to be compared
with the Galilei case:
[Pi, Pj ] = 0 (15a) [K
(P )
i , Pj ] = iδijH (15f )
[K
(P )
i ,K
(P )
j ] = −iεijkJ
k (15b) [Pi, H ] = 0 (15g)
[Ji, Jj ] = iεijkJ
k (15c) [Ji, H ] = 0 (15h)
[Ji, Pj ] = iεijkP
k (15d) [K
(P )
i , H ] = iPi (15i)
[Ji,K
(P )
j ] = iεijkK
(P )k (15e)
(15)
In turn, the Casimir operators of the Poincare´ group are (see [26])
CP2 = H
2 − PiP
i
CP4 = H
2JiJ
i + (PiP
i)(K
(P )
i K
(P )i)− (JiP
i)2 − (PiK
(P )i)2 − 2HJkεijkP
iK(P )j
(16)
In the reference frame at rest with respect to the center of mass, where Pi = 0
and H = E = m0, these operators result
CP2 = m
2
0I C
P
4 = m
2
0JiJ
i = m20S
2 (17)
If we now extrapolate the invariant Modal-Hamiltonian actualization rule
AR’ to the relativistic case, we have to conclude that the Casimir operators
CP2 and C
P
4 are the operators that define the actual-valued observables of the
quantum system. This result is physically reasonable because mass and spin
are properties supposed to be always possessed by any elemental particle (see
[27]); moreover, mass and spin are two of the properties that contribute to the
classification of elemental particles. However, the adequacy of the interpretation
in the relativistic realm is not guaranteed yet, since it is still necessary to prove
that the actual-valued observables in the relativistic and in the non-relativistic
theories are correctly related through an adequate limit. This task leads us to
analyze the relationship between the Galilei group and the Poincare´ group.
As it is well known, the Galilei group can be recovered from the Poincare´
group by means of an Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction (see [26]). However, as we have
seen, the physically meaningful group of quantum mechanics is not the Galilei
group, but its central extension. Therefore, the question is whether the central-
extended Galilei group can be obtained from a central extension of the Poincare´
group. But the answer to this question is not straightforward, because the
Poincare´ group does not admit non-trivial central extensions ([28]).1 For this
reason, in the following subsections we will consider two limiting procedures.
First, we will review the traditional non-relativistic limit, which has a clear
physical meaning but does not admit a direct representation in group terms.
Then, we will introduce a generalized Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction of a trivial
extension of the Poincare´ group, which, as it will be shown, leads to the central-
extended Galilei group.
1A trivial extension of a Lie algebra g is a direct sum g ⊕ M , where M is an additional
commuting generator.
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5.1 The traditional non-relativistic limit
Let us recall the relativistic transformations of coordinates:
−→x ′ = R−→x +
(γ − 1)
−→
β 2
(
−→
β · −→x )
−→
β − γct
−→
β +−→r (18)
ct′ = γ(ct−
−→
β · −→x ) + cτ (19)
where −→r is the space-displacement vector, τ is the time-displacement scalar, R
is the space-rotation matrix, and γ = (1−
−→
β 2)−1/2 with
−→
β = −→v /c. These are
the transformations that lead to the Poincare´ group given by eqs.(15), where
the parameters corresponding to each generator are: τ for H , −→r for the Pi, R
for the Ji, and
−→
β for the K
(P )
i .
The traditional relativistic limit is the limit β → 0 (γ → 1). This means
that the limit affects only the boost-transformation, and not the remaining
transformations. This fact can also be noted by comparing the central-extended
Galilei group in eqs.(6) with the Poincare´ group in eqs.(15): the two groups
share a splittable seven dimensional subgroup ISO(3) × 〈H〉, defined by the
commutation relations (15a), (15c), (15d), (15g) and (15h). In particular, 〈H〉
is the time-displacement group generated by H , and ISO(3) = 〈Ti〉 × SO(3)
is the inhomogeneous rotation group in three dimensions, where 〈Ti〉 is the
space-displacement group generated by the Pi and SO(3) is the space-rotation
group generated by the Ji. Therefore, the difference between the Galilei and the
Poincare´ groups is confined to the commutation relations that involve the boost
generators: the relativistic limit should turn the Poincare´ boost-generatorsK
(P )
i
into the Galilei boost-generators K
(G)
i , and the commutation relations (15b),
(15e), (15f) and (15i) of the Poincare´ group into the commutation relations
(6b), (6e), (6f ) and (6i) of the Galilei group respectively.
Since in this case we are interested only in boosts, we can simplify the
transformations of coordinates of eqs.(18) and (19) by making τ = 0, −→r =
−→
0
and R = I:
−→x ′ = −→x +
(γ − 1)
−→
β 2
(
−→
β · −→x )
−→
β − γct
−→
β (20)
ct′ = γ(ct−
−→
β · −→x ) (21)
Let us also consider that energy, mass and momentum are
E = γm0c
2 m = γm0 pi = γm0vi (22)
As it is well known, in the traditional relativistic limit β → 0 (γ → 1) we obtain
−→x ′ = −→x t′ = t (23)
E = m0c
2 m = m0 pi = m0vi (24)
On the other hand, the Poincare´-boost generators K
(P )
i can be expressed as
K
(P )
i = XiH −X0Pi (25)
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where the Xi are the position operators corresponding to the xi, H is the Hamil-
tonian operator corresponding to the energy E, X0 is the operator conjugate
to H and, then, it corresponds to ct, and the Pi are the momentum opera-
tors corresponding to the pi. Therefore, by considering eqs.(23) and (24), the
relativistic limit of the K
(P )
i is
lim
β→0
K
(P )
i = Xim0c
2 − ctPi = K
(β→0)
i (26)
Now, we can compute the commutation relations (15b), (15e), (15f) and (15i)
with the just obtained K
(β→0)
i :
lim
β→0
[
K
(P )
i ,K
(P )
j
]
=
[
K
(β→0)
i ,K
(β→0)
j
]
= 0 (27)
lim
β→0
[
J
(P )
i ,K
(P )
j
]
=
[
J
(P )
i ,K
(β→0)
j
]
= iεijkK
(β→0)k (28)
lim
β→0
[
K
(P )
i , Pj
]
=
[
K
(β→0)
i , Pj
]
= iδijM0c
2 (29)
lim
β→0
[
K
(P )
i , H
]
=
[
K
(β→0)
i , H
]
= iPi (30)
In turn, by making c = 1, eq.(29) becomes
lim
β→0
[
K
(P )
i , Pj
]
=
[
K
(β→0)
i , Pj
]
= iδijM0 (31)
Finally, let us compare eqs.(27), (28), (31), and (30) with the corresponding
commutation relations (6b), (6e), (6f ) and (6i) of the Galilei group: if the limit
K
(β→0)
i of the Poincare´-boost is identified with the Galilei-boost K
(G)
i , and
the Poincare´ operator M0 is identified with the Galilei mass operator M , the
central-extended Galilei group can be considered the non-relativistic limit of the
Poincare´ group.
5.2 A generalized Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction
The traditional non-relativistic limit has a clear physical meaning and, then, it
is desirable to express it in group terms. We know that the traditional Ino¨nu¨-
Wigner contraction maps the Poincare´ group onto the Galilei group. But, since
the mass generator has been added to the Galilei group, an analogous map
between the Poincare´ and the central-extended Galilei groups is not possible, to
the extent that both groups have different numbers of generators. Therefore, a
natural way of obtaining the desired map is by extending the Poincare´ group.
This is the strategy that we will follow below.
Let us consider the Poincare´ group ISO(1, 3), with generators {H,Pi, Ji,K
(P )
i },
and its corresponding commutation relations given by eqs.(15). Let us recall
that the Poincare´ group does not admit non-trivial extensions. Therefore, we
extend the group trivially, in such a way that all the generators commute with
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a central charge M . In this case, we obtain a new group ISO(1, 3)× 〈M〉, with
generators {H,Pi, Ji,K
(P )
i ,M}, corresponding to a trivially extended Poincare´
group. Now, we can introduce the following change in the basis of generators:
H = H −M (32)
In the new basis {H,Pi, Ji,K
(P )
i ,M}, the commutation relations given by eqs.(15)
preserve their form, with the only exception of eq.(15f), which becomes:[
K
(P )
i , Pj
]
= iδijH = iδij(H +M) (33)
Now the task is to show that this trivially extended Poincare´ group repre-
sented by ISO(1, 3) × 〈M〉 contracts to the centrally extended Galilei group
G × 〈M〉:
ISO(1, 3)× 〈M〉 −→ G × 〈M〉 (34)
The contraction is obtained by rescaling the generators as
J ′i = Ji P
′
i = εPi K
(P )′
i = εK
(P )
i H
′
= H M ′ = ε2M (35)
The commutation relations given by eqs.(15) are left unchanged by the rescaling,
with the exception of eq.(15b), and of eq.(15f) now replaced by eq.(33):[
K
(P )′
i ,K
(P )′
j
]
= iεijkε
2J ′k (36)[
K
(P )′
i , P
′
j
]
= iδij(ε
2H
′
+M ′) (37)
As in the original Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction, the operation is completed by
introducing the limit ε→ 0, which turns eqs.(36) and (37) into[
K
(P )′
i ,K
(P )′
j
]
= 0
[
K
(P )′
i , P
′
j
]
= 0 (38)
The Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction admits a physical interpretation (see [26]).
The factor ε affects the boost generators K
(P )′
i and the momentum genera-
tors P ′i . As a consequence, ε also affects the boost-velocities and the space-
displacements resulting from the exponentiation of those generators. Then, by
introducing the limit ε→ 0, we describe a situation where boost-velocities and
space-displacements are “small”. Boost-velocities are small with respect to the
velocity of light c, which here was taken as c = 1. Space-displacements are
small with respect to cτ , where τ is the time-displacement associated with the
Hamiltonian H , which is not affected by ε. For these reasons, this kind of
contraction is known as “speed-space contraction” ([26]).
Summing up, the result of the application of this generalized Ino¨nu¨-Wigner
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contraction to the trivially extended Poincare´ group is
[P ′i , Pj ] = 0 (39a) [K
(P )′
i , P
′
j ] = iδijM
′ (39f)
[K
(P )′
i ,K
(P )′
j ] = 0 (39b) [P
′
i , H
′
] = 0 (39g)
[J ′i , J
′
j ] = iεijkJ
k′ (39c) [J
′
i , H
′
] = 0 (39h)
[J ′i , P
′
j ] = iεijkP
k′ (39d) [K
(P )′
i , H
′
] = iP ′i (39i)
[J ′i ,K
(P )′
j ] = iεijkK
(P )k′ (39e)
(39)
Let us compare these eqs.(39) with the commutation relations given by eqs.(6),
which define the central-extended Galilei group. If the massM ′ of relation (39f )
is identified with the mass M of relation (6f ), and the Poincare´-boost K
(P )′
i of
eqs.(39) is identified with the Galilei-boost K
(G)
i of eqs.(6), then it can be said
that the generalized Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction of the trivially extended Poincare´
group leads to the central-extended Galilei group, as originally expected (see
[29]).
6 The limits of the Casimir operators
Let us recall that the physically meaningful group of non-relativistic quantum
mechanics is not the Galilei group, but its central extension, whose Casimir op-
erators, expressed in the reference frame of the center of mass, are (see eqs.(10))
CG1 = M = mI (40)
CG2 = mW = mwI (41)
CG4 = m
2JiJ
i = m2S2 = m2s(s+ 1)I (42)
In turn, the Casimir operators of the Poincare´ group, expressed in the reference
frame of the center of mass, are (see eqs.(17))
CP2 = m
2
0I (43)
CP4 = m
2
0JiJ
i = m20S
2 = m20s(s+ 1)I (44)
It is quite clear that there is no limit that can introduce a map between the two
CPi and the three C
G
j . Nevertheless, in the traditional relativistic limit β → 0
(γ → 1), m = γm0 becomes m0 and E = γm0c
2 becomes m0c
2. Therefore, by
making c = 1, in the non-relativistic limit, both the mass m and the internal
energy E = w are m0. This means that, conceptually, the limit of C
P
4 is C
G
4 ,
but the limit of CP2 leads to the two remaining Casimir operators C
G
1 and C
G
2 ,
since in this limit m = w = m0 and, thus, C
G
2 = (C
G
1 )
2:
CP4 −→ C
G
4 C
P
2 −→ C
G
2 =
(
CG1
)2
(45)
Of course, this is a conceptual argument that cannot be expressed in group
language, to the extent that the limit relates a non-extended group with an
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extended group. Then, we may expect that, by following the strategy developed
in the previous section, the generalized Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction of the Casimir
operators of the trivially extended Poincare´ group leads to the Casimir operators
of the central-extended Galilei group.
The Casimir operators of the trivially extended Poincare´ group represented
by ISO(1, 3)× 〈M〉 in the basis {H,Pi, Ji,K
(P )
i ,M} are
CPE1 = M = mI (46)
CPE2 = −(PiP
i) +H
2
+M2 + 2HM (47)
CPE4 =
(
H +M
)2
JiJ
i −
(
JiP
i
)2
+
(
PiP
i
) (
K
(P )
i K
(P )i
)
− (48)
−
(
PiK
(P )i
)2
− 2
(
H +M
)
JkεijkP
iK(P )j
By means of the rescaled basis introduced in eqs.(35), the Casimir operators are
C˜PE1 = ε
−2M ′ (49)
C˜PE2 = −ε
−2(P ′iP
′i) +H
′2
+ ε−4M ′2 + 2ε−2H
′
M ′ (50)
CPE4 = (H
′
+ ε−2M ′)2J ′iJ
′i − ε−2(J ′iP
′i)2 + ε−4(P ′iP
′i)(K
(P )′
i K
(P )′i)−(51)
−ε−4(P ′iK
(P )′i)2 − 2ε−2
(
H
′
+ ε−2M ′
)
J ′kεijkP
′iK(P )′j
As usual, the contracted Casimir operators are obtained by applying the limit
ε→ 0 to the adequately rescaled operators:
ĈPE1 = lim
ε→0
ε2C˜PE1 =M
′ (52)
ĈPE2 = lim
ε→0
ε4C˜PE2 =M
′2 (53)
ĈPE4 = lim
ε→0
ε4CPE4 =M
′2J ′iJ
′i + (P ′iP
′i)(K
(P )′
i K
(P )′i)− (54)
−(P ′iK
(P )′i)2 − 2M ′J ′kεijkP
′iK(P )′j
Let us compare these eqs.(52), (53) and (54) with eqs.(7), (8) and (9), which
express the Casimir operators of the mass central-extended Galilei group in the
reference frame at rest with respect to the center of mass. As in the case of the
commutation relations, if the massM ′ of the first group of equations is identified
with the massM of the second group, and the Poincare´-boostK(P )′i is identified
with the Galilei-boost K
(G)
i , it can be said that the generalized Ino¨nu¨-Wigner
contraction of the Casimir operators of the trivially extended Poincare´ group
leads to the Casimir operators of the central-extended Galilei group.
Summing up, when the Modal-Hamiltonian actualization rule is expressed
in an explicit Galilei-invariant form, it leads to a physically reasonable result:
the actual-valued observables are those represented by the Casimir operators
of the mass central-extended Galilei group, M , W and S2, which acquire their
actual values m, w and s(s + 1). The natural strategy is to extrapolate the
interpretation to the relativistic realm by replacing the Galilei group with the
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Poincare´ group. But when one takes into account that the relevant group of non-
relativistic quantum mechanics is not the Galilei group but its central extension,
the mere replacement of the relevant group is not sufficient: one has to show
also that the actual-valued observables in the relativistic and the non-relativistic
cases are related through the adequate limit. As a consequence, the Poincare´
group has to be trivially extended, in order to show that the limit between the
corresponding Casimir operators holds, and this result counts in favor of the
proposed extrapolation of our MHI to relativistic quantum mechanics.
7 Relativistic quantum mechanics
Since the spirit of the MHI is to consider the observables representing invari-
ances as the actual-valued observables of the system, when this interpretation
is extrapolated to the relativistic domain, all the symmetries have to be con-
sidered. In particular, in relativistic quantum theories, besides the space-time
symmetries represented by the Poincare´ group, quantum systems have internal
gauge-symmetries. Therefore, according to the MHI, the invariant magnitudes
corresponding to those gauge-symmetries should also be actual-valued. As an
illustration of this claim, in this section we will analyze the case of relativistic
quantum mechanics with gauge U(1) fields.
7.1 Internal symmetry
Let us consider a free Dirac field Ψ whose Lagrangian has the following form:
LD = Ψ
(
i~∂t − c
−→α · −→p − βmoc
2
)
Ψ (55)
where −→α and β are the Dirac matrices, and Ψ is a four component spinor that
is composed of two spinors. This means that the field is Ψ =
(
φ
χ
)
(and the
conjugate transposed is Ψ† =
(
φ† χ†
)
), where φ =
(
φ1
φ2
)
and χ =
(
χ1
χ2
)
. So,
we can write the Lagrangian of eq.(55) explicitly in terms of this spinors as
LD(φ, χ) =
(
φ† χ†
) [
i~
(
∂tφ
∂tχ
)
− c
(
0 −→σ
−→σ 0
)
· −→p
(
φ
χ
)
−moc
2
(
I 0
0 −I
)(
φ
χ
)]
(56)
where −→σ are the Pauli matrices. By computing the inner product, eq.(56) reads
LD(φ, χ) = i~φ
†∂tφ+ i~χ
†∂tχ−φ
†c−→σ ·−→p χ−χ†c−→σ ·−→p φ−moc
2φ†φ+moc
2χ†χ
(57)
This Lagrangian is invariant under a global gauge-symmetry represented by the
Abelian Lie group U(1), such that the field transforms as
Ψ→ e−iQαΨ Ψ→ ΨeiQα (58)
where Q is the generator of the transformation and α is a constant real number.
As it is well known, LD is not invariant under a local gauge-symmetry U(1)
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that transforms the field as
Ψ→ e−iQα(x)Ψ Ψ→ ΨeiQα(x) (59)
where α(x) is now a real function of the space-time position x. In order to
recover invariance, a field Aµ has to be included, such that it is transformed as
Aµ → Aµ + ∂µα (60)
and
LM =
1
4
FµνFµν Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ (61)
Then, the invariant Lagrangian is
LDf = Ψ
(
i~(∂t − ieAo)− c
−→α · (−→p − e
−→
A )− βmoc
2
)
Ψ+ LM (62)
In this case, Q is trivially the only Casimir operator CU1 of the internal group
U(1).
Since the internal gauge-symmetry U(1) is a symmetry of the theory, accord-
ing to the MHI extrapolated to this case, the only Casimir operator CU1 = Q
of this symmetry group −invariant under the corresponding transformations−
is an actual valued observable of the system. Again, this leads to a physically
reasonable result since the operator Q of the internal gauge-symmetry U(1) is
the charge operator, Q = eI.
7.2 The limit of the internal gauge-symmetry
In the literature, it is usual to find the non-relativistic limit of the Euler-
Lagrange equations, but not of the Lagrangian. In order the obtain this limit,
we can introduce the following ansatz:(
φ
χ
)
= e−
imoc
2t
~
(
φo
χo
)
(63)
where φo and χo still depend on space and time coordinates. Eq.(63) expresses
the spinors in terms of two separate time-dependent factors: one unknown, given
by φo and χo, and the other an oscillating factor with frequency ωo =
moc
2
~
. By
introducing eq.(63) into eq.(57), we obtain
LD(φo, χo) = i~φ
†
o∂tφo+i~χ
†
o∂tχo−φ
†
oc
−→σ ·−→p χo−χ
†
oc
−→σ ·−→p φo+2moc
2χ†oχo (64)
which can be rearranged as
LD(φo, χo) = i~φ
†
o∂tφo−φ
†
oc
−→σ ·−→p χo−χ
†
oc
−→σ ·−→p φo+ i~χ
†
o(∂t+2moc
2)χo (65)
The time-derivatives of the spinors φo and χo are related with the time-oscillation
with frequency ω = Eo/~.
Up to this point, no non-relativistic limit has been introduced yet. In order
to perform such a limit, we have to notice that the total energy for the spinor
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φo is Eφo = Eo and for the spinor χo is Eχo = Eo + 2moc
2. So, if we consider
that Eo ≪ moc
2, then
Eφo = Eo Eχo = Eo + 2moc
2 ∼ 2moc
2 (66)
These two relations imply that the last two terms of eq.(65) can be written as
i~χ†o(∂t + 2moc
2)χo = i~χ
†
o(E + 2moc
2)χo ∼ i~χ
†
o2moc
2χo (67)
and the non-relativistic limit of the Lagrangian reads
L˜D(φo, χo) = i~φ
†
o∂tφo − φ
†
oc
−→σ · −→p χo − χ
†
oc
−→σ · −→p φo + i~2moc
2χ†oχo (68)
In order to write the Lagrangian of eq.(68) in terms of only one of the spinors,
say φo, we have to begin by computing the Euler-Lagrange equation for χo,
∂t(
∂L˜D
∂(∂tχ
†
o)
) + ∂i(
∂L˜D
∂(∂iχ
†
o)
)−
∂L˜D
∂χ†o
= 0 (69)
which results
c−→σ · −→p φo − 2moc
2χo = 0 (70)
or, equivalently,
χo =
−→σ · −→p φo
2moc
(71)
If we now replace eq.(71) into eq.(68), we obtain
L˜D(φo, χo) = i~φ
†
o∂tφo − φ
†
oc
−→σ · −→p (
−→σ · −→p φo
2moc
)− (72)
−(
−→σ · −→p φo
2moc
)†c−→σ · −→p φo + i~2moc
2(
−→σ · −→p φo
2moc
)†(
−→σ · −→p φo
2moc
)
Since (
−→σ ·−→p φo
2moc
)† = 12mocφ
†(−→σ · −→p )†, eq.(72) reads
L˜D(φo) = i~φ
†
o∂tφo −
1
2mo
φ†op
2φo (73)
where we have used (−→σ ·−→p )(−→σ ·−→p ) = p2. In particular, the last term of eq.(73)
can be written as
φ†op
2φo = ~
2φ†o ▽
2 φo = ~
2((
−→
▽(φ†o
−→
▽φo)−
−→
▽φ†o
−→
▽φo) (74)
The first term of the r.h.s. of eq.(74) is a divergent term, which only con-
tributes with a surface term that becomes zero when the Lagrangian density is
integrated. Then, eq.(73) finally results
LNR = L˜D(φo) = i~φ
†
o∂tφo −
~
2
2mo
−→
▽φ†o
−→
▽φo (75)
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which is the desired non-relativistic Schro¨dinger Lagrangian. In turn, the Euler-
Lagrange non-relativistic equation reads
i~∂tφo =
~
2
2mo
−→
▽2φo (76)
7.3 The full group of relativistic quantum mechanics with
U(1) fields
With respect to the space-time symmetries, we can see that:
• The relativistic Lagrangian LD of eq.(55) is invariant under the Poincare´
group ISO(1, 3), and also under its trivial extension ISO(1, 3)× 〈M〉.
• The non-relativistic Schro¨dinger Lagrangian LNR of eq.(75) is invariant
under the Galilei group G, and also under its trivial extension G × 〈M〉,
which, as we have seen, can be obtained from the Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contrac-
tion of ISO(1, 3)× 〈M〉.
With respect to the internal symmetries, in turn:
• The relativistic LagrangianLD of eq.(55) is invariant under a global gauge-
transformation U(1) acting on the spinors. If we want to preserve invari-
ance under a local gauge-transformation, we have to introduce gauge-
fields, which turn out to be the electromagnetic potentials obeying the
Maxwell equations (see [30]).
• The non-relativistic Schro¨dinger Lagrangian LNR of eq.(75) is also in-
variant under a global gauge-transformation U(1), and it is also invariant
under a local gauge-transformation by means of the introduction of elec-
tromagnetic fields (see [31]).
The fact that electromagnetism can be obtained from a non-relativistic the-
ory might sound weird. However, nowadays it is clear that the structure of the
Maxwell equations is not determined by the symmetry properties of space-time
but by the properties of gauge-symmetries. The only difference between the
non-relativistic and the relativistic cases is that, whereas the gauge-potentials
in the relativistic Lagrangian are strictly electromagnetic potentials, the gauge-
potentials in the non-relativistic Lagrangian are components of a Galilean vector
field, and this means that they transform as irreducible representations of the
central extension of the Galilei group. As a consequence, in the non-relativistic
case the potentials are the “magnetic limit” or the “electric limit” of the elec-
tromagnetic potential (see [32]).
Now the question is how the kinematical Poincare´ group and the internal
gauge-group combine together to lead to a new group, whose Casimir operators
would represent the actual-valued observables of the relativistic quantum system
according to our MHI. The point is relevant because the Casimir operators of
that new group might be different than the Casimir operators of the component
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groups (M and S2 coming from the Poincare´ group, and Q coming from the
gauge group). Fortunately, this is not the case: according to the Coleman-
Mandula theorem ([33], for a simpler presentation, see [34], [35]), there is no
non-trivial union of the Poincare´ group and the internal group. In other words,
the only possible combination between the two groups is the direct product.
Summing up, in this case the full group is
ISO(1, 3)× 〈M〉 × U(1) (77)
whose Casimir operators are those of the trivially extended Poincare´ group
−given by the mass M and the spin S− and of the internal gauge-group U(1)
−given by the charge Q−. In turn, the full group of non-relativistic quantum
mechanics is
G × 〈M〉 × U(1) (78)
whose Casimir operators are those of the central extended Galilei group −given
by the mass M , the internal energy W , and the spin S− and of the internal
gauge-group U(1) −given by the charge Q−. The Ino¨nu¨-Wigner contraction
applied to the full group of eq.(77) leads to the full non-relativistic group:
ISO(1, 3)× 〈M〉 × U(1)→ G × 〈M〉 × U(1) (79)
As a consequence, according to our MHI, the actual-valued observables in the
relativistic case areM , S2 and Q, with their actual values: mass m0, spin s and
charge e. This is the result that one expects from a physical viewpoint, since
mass, spin and charge are properties supposed to be always possessed by any
quantum system and measurable in any physical situation, and their values are
precisely what define the different kinds of the elemental particles of the theory.
7.4 The many-particle case
As it is well known, the many-particle case cannot rigorously treated by rela-
tivistic quantum mechanics, and this fact leads us to the realm of quantum field
theory. We also know that, in general, the particle number is not a conserved
quantity in quantum field theory, nor a Casimir operator of the relevant sym-
metry group of the theory. Nevertheless, in the particular cases of the “in” and
the “out” stages of the scattering process, it is assumed that the system can
be modelled as a collection of N non-interacting particles (the experimentally
detected particles). Therefore, at those stages the relevant group is the tensor
product of N copies of the full group ISO(1, 3) × 〈M〉 × U(1) (for simplicity
we will only consider collections consisting of a single kind of elementary par-
ticles). Since the representations of this N -tensor product can be expressed as
products of the representations of the factor groups, they are labelled by N and
the Casimir operators of the group ISO(1, 3)× 〈M〉 × U(1). This means that,
in the “in” and the “out” stages, the particle number operator N becomes an
extra Casimir operator to be taken into account.
Let us consider a particle labelled by the Casimir operators CPE1 = M ,
CPE2 = M
2 and CPE4 = S
2 of the trivially extended Poincare´ group −in the
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reference frame of the center of mass− and the Casimir operator CU1 = Q of
the gauge-group. A non-interacting n-particle state is given by
|n〉 = |1〉 ⊗ |1〉 ⊗ ...|1〉 = (a† ⊗ a† ⊗ ...a†)|0〉 = (a†)n|0〉, (80)
where a† is the creation operator of each particle, and
N |n〉 = n|n〉,
is the particle number, which can be easily seen to be additive. Now we can
combine the already known Casimir operators, and define the new operators for
the collection of N particles with the same mass and spin:
Mass=(CPE2 )
1
2N Spin=
(
CPE4
) 1
2 Charge=Q Particle Number=N.
(81)
According to our MHI, all these operators represent actual-valued observables
of the system of N non–interacting particles. Let us stress again that this result
is not general in quantum field theory, but it is only valid in the “in” and “out”
stages of the scattering process. Nevertheless, the fact that N turns out to be
a definite-valued observable is a reasonable result in those stages, where the
number of particles is always considered a definite magnitude of the system. In
turn, since in the interacting stage N is not a Casimir operator, according to our
MHI it is not a definite-valued observable; and this is also reasonable because
the particle number is not expected to be definite in the presence of interaction.
8 Conclusions
The interpretation of quantum mechanics is still one of the most debated prob-
lems in the foundations of physics. Although many new formal results were
obtained during the last decades, the links with physical models have lost their
strength in the discussions. With our MHI, we have tried to revert this situation
by taking into account physical observables and their physical meaning as gen-
erators of symmetries. In particular, we have expressed our rule of actual-value
ascription in a Galilei-invariant form, in terms of the Casimir operators of the
Galilei group.
On the other hand, the interpretation of quantum relativistic theories has
been a much less discussed topic. In this paper we have argued that, since
group considerations play a central role in our interpretation of non-relativistic
quantum mechanics from the very beginning, the extrapolation of the strategy
to the relativistic case −by replacing the relevant group− is straightforward: the
actual-valued observables of the system turn out to be the Casimir operators
of the Poincare´ group and of the internal gauge-group. In particular, we have
shown that this extrapolation leads to physically reasonable results, since the
actual-valued observables so selected are magnitudes supposed to be always
possessed by the systems, and they are also the properties that contribute to
the classification of elemental particles. Moreover, we have also proved that
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the actual-valued observables in the relativistic and the non-relativistic theories
are correctly related through an adequate limit, which can also be expressed
in group terms. On the basis of these results, we consider that the further
extension of the MHI to quantum field theory is an issue that deserves to be
studied.
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